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MSc Student Staff Committee
Wednesday 28th March 2018

EM 1.58, 15.30

Attending: RomainCussonneau, MSc Computer Systems Management
Ombeline Gabriel, MSc Software Engineering
Konstantinos Gavriilidis, MSc AI with Speech and Multimodal Interaction
Tafir Hafiz, MSc Network Security
Zhicheng Hao, MSc Business Information Management
Waleed Ishage, MSc IT (Business)
Jaqueline Paprotny, MSc Business Information Management

Albert Burger, Head of Computer Science Department
Hamish Taylor, PG director, MSc Director Bus. Inf. Man, IT (Bus)

Apologies: AlasdairGray, MSc Director CSM, Data Science
Manuel Maarek, MSc Director IT(SS), Net. Sec., Soft. Eng.
Verena Rieser, MSc Director of AI, AI+SMI

HT explained that the purpose of the meeting was to collect and summarise the concerns of
Edinburgh based Computer Science MSc students. It will also address issues arising out of the
academic strike. Heinvited the meeting to start with the latter topic and called on AB as head
of department to make some comments.

AB explained that he had communicated with all students the day before by email about
measures to mitigate the impact of the strike on student assessment processes. Some exam
questions on some exam papers are no longer relevant as they weren’t covered in teaching due
to the strike. This will apply to courses where the unlectured material wasn’t effectively
delivered to students by other means. Exam papers on affected courses won’t be revised.
However, where it is appropriate, there will be a rider at the start of the paper specifying a
change to the exam rubric. It will specify which exam questions should be attempted and which
shouldn’t be. As a result some exam papers won’t offer a choice of questions. Students should
speak to their lecturer about what will be excluded. Studentsshould also speak to their lecturer
about strike impact issues on coursework directly.

KG observed that F21BD Big Data Management had no labs during strike days, so it will not
be affected. However, Ken McLeod had told students that some material won’t be covered in
the exam.

JP said that it would have been nice if substitute questions were produced to replace excluded
questions in order to continue to give students a choice of questions.

OM asked if excluded questions could still be answered.

HT replied that if they were attempted, then he did not expect that they would be marked.

KG said that he had had extensions for every coursework affected by the strike except for
F21BD Big Data Management.
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AB reassured students that there would be no impact on the awarding of degrees with respect to
the covering of the learning objectives of courses due to lectures and labs not being delivered.

RC asked about the potential for a partial refund of fees due to lost teaching.

AB responded by saying that money issues in relation to fee refunds were a matter for the
university’s finance office and were not a matter for the Computer Science department or the
MACS school.

KG pointed out that the student shop was shut due to bad weather on Friday 9 March and that
students couldn’t get food on campus.

AB observed that the mitigating circumstances process was still in place and that students could
use it prior to exam boards to make individual cases for being given special treatment in
university assessment processes. He also pointed out that all students had a right of appeal in
relation to exam board decisions on their progress or as regards the awarding of degrees and
distinctions.

JP said that the percentage of weight given to coursework on some courses was too low relative
to the amount of work that was actually expected of students.For example on F21DE Digital
and Knowledge Economy coursework was worth 30% of the overall course mark and on F21IF
Information Systems Methodologies, which had 4 pieces of coursework, was worth only 40%.
This was in contrast to School of Social Science courses like C11OH Work, Culture and
Organisations and C11CS Competitive Strategy where the coursework was worth 50%.

HT explained that despite the value of coursework in learning and the known shortcomings of
exams, a primary reason why coursework wasn’t giv en more weight in MSc programmes was
that assessors could rely rather more on exam scripts being written by the students, who
submitted them, whereas they didn’t hav ethat same degree of assurance in relation to submitted
coursework.

AB added that the Computer Science department uses plagiarism detection software on
coursework submissions to detect cases of cheating.However, such software can only detect
copying and only then from sources that are available to plagiarism detection software. Such
software cannot detect coursework that has been written to order by someone else as unique
new material and then passed off by the student as their own work.

HT also observed that students, who bought coursework from coursework services that
promised to produce new work that was plagiarism detection proof, couldn’t even rely on that
happening. In the past student work submitted to the department had registered as plagiarised
because the students concerned had bought it from the same service and that service had
subcontracted the task of producing it to the same person who has plagiarised himself in
producing the coursework. He had cheated both the service and the students as well as abetting
the students’ cheating.

TH stated that some MSc courses were more challenging than others even though all of the
[initial 8] courses on an MSc were supposed to contribute equally to the overall assessment. He
questioned whether this was appropriate.
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AB replied that all Computer Science courses were regularly reviewed by Course Review
committees and that included the average and spread of student performance on each of them.
So that Computer Science academics are well aware of how challenging student found various
Computer Science courses.

HT also observed that feedback on courses from students was obtained in a number of ways
including from SEEQ forms, Vision feedback forms, Start Stop Continue forms and comments
made by students on individual courses by mechanisms like the Postgraduate Taught
Experience Survey. All this feedback was used as input to course review processes and was
used in decision making about whether and how to adapt and adjust their teaching for the
following year.

KG wondered why something like F21RP Research Methods and Project Planning wasn’t
offered in semester 1. It would have been useful to learn about plagiarism and research methods
rather earlier and use that know how when doing semester 1 coursework.

JP disagreed. She didn’t find F21RP that useful. She found she had to do nearly all the work
herself in discovering how to research and plan research activities.

AB mused about whether the department should be addressing the plagiarism issue more.

HT pointed out that it was covered in the MSc Induction session and in the MSc handbook.
Students were also warned about it on each course that they took in semester 1 and 2.

AB, in response to a question about whether the strikes would continue, said that he did not
expect at HWU that there would be more strikes this academic year. Howev er, he did note that
more balloting was going on of UCU members and that would determine whether more strikes
would happen or not.

At this point AB had to leave but he did remind student reps that they were always welcome to
speak to him, to HT, to their MSc programme directors and to their lecturers about any
concerns they had and especially those raised by the strikes.

The meeting continued.

HT asked the MSc student reps whether they had any other concerns about the admissions and
recruitment processes or about semester 1 or semester 2 courses. For example did they hav eany
concerns about F21IF Information Systems Methodologies in semester 1?

Several student reps said that there was too much coursework on F21IF, that the coursework
had too low a weight, and that there was a high coordination effort involved in participating in
the groupwork required for the 4 assessed pieces of coursework.

JP observed that she had 11 coursework deadlines last semester, which she felt was too much
for 4 courses. She also felt that F21IF was too abstract. It was hard to relate its precepts to real
information systems situations.
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OG said she didn’t hav eenough time in the exam to write all that was expected and particularly
to adapt theory to practice. However, she felt that Jenny Coady was a good teacher and that she
had done well to deliver her material.

KG wondered whether F21DV Data Visualisation and Analytics should have used JavaScript as
the scripting language for building visualisations of data. He didn’t feel that it was the most
relevant. He felt that using graphical APIs in Python would have been more uptodate.

The meeting ended with student reps saying that despite a few issues and problems, they felt
that MSc study in the Computer Science department had been a good quality experience so far.

The meeting was adjournedsine die.

Hamish Taylor
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